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Enriching the Reading CurriculUfll
for Gifted Pupils
by Nicholas P. Criscuolo

Democratic education is founded
on the ideal of equality of opportunity
but aH too often this equality has
meant identical-Opportunity. However,
opportunity to be equal must be
measured in terms of individual
abilities and
capacities. Because
society faces problems -of great magnitude, the child of superior mentality
must be challenged so that he will be
prepared for his position of leadership
and responsibility.
In the last ten to fifteen years, the
literature has become filled with
writings about the gifted. They have
been labeled "our most neglected." By
definition ( varying from the top 1 per
cent to the top 15 per cent) they are a
minority group, and as such, face
many of the social consequences of
minorities. It is estimated that at
present only 4 percent of the two
million gifted and talented children
receive planned, expert guidance and
encouragement. Of particular concern
to educators and parents is the
alarming number of gifted children
who are "coasting" with their high
intellectual potential.
In the field of reading, many gifted
children are also gifted readers reading
two or three years above grade level.
They need to receive instruction in
basic skills but should be exempt from
already-mastered skills, particularly in
the area of word recognition. The
most frequently reported method in
the primary grades is one of intensive
instruction in the basic skills through a
highly individualized approach.
The needs of gifted readers can be
summarized by the following key
points:
1. Differentiation of instruction is
imperative.
2. Systematic and careful evalua-
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tion of reading ability and
achievement is required.
3. The gifted child needs to be
actively involved in reading instruction.
4. A diversity of reading material
must be made available to the
gifted pupil.
5. Gifted readers need guidance in
critical reading as well as the
advanced study skills.
For the gifted reader, overemphasis
on skills already mastered is an
inefficient practice. Rather, the primary objective of reading instruction
for gifted readers is the fostering of a
permanent interest in reading.
After providing the gifted reader
with a challenging level of reading
books, the next step is to identify the
appropriate instructional exercises for
his specific skills needs. Individually
Guided Education (I.G.E.) is particularly appropriate for gifted readers
because it plugs the pupil into just the
skills program needed after a careful
diagnostic assessment. A criterionreferenced system of this type will
release the gifted pupil from a boring
skills-centered approach and allow him·
to pursue his interests.
Jack Kough's book, Practical Programs for the Gifted (SRA, 1960)
discusses many programs which have
been used with gifted children. One of
the most effective tools at the disposal
of teachers is the use of enrichment.
Enrichment is the use of a variety of
techniques, materials, and resources to
develop reading skills in depth and to
use them at every opportunity.
Some enrichment reading ideas for
the classroom are: ( 1) special assignments and programs, individual and
group, (2) free and independent
reading, with access to a variety of

reading materials, (3) creative writing
and thinking, as well as other creative
activities such as art and music, ( 4)
critical reaction to material read, (5)
vocabulary expansion and word derivation and ( 6) time for planning and
evaluating reading projects.
Teachers are always searching for
ideas which will enrich the reading
curriculum for gifted readers and offer
a challenge to these children. The
remainder of this article will outline
briefly some ideas which will meet
these objectives.
1. Mythology and folklore can be
integrated with oral, written and
artistiy expression. Independent reading and creativity are encouraged by
placing emphasis on discovering motives and feelings of folklore heroes.
Children discuss and speculate . as to
how and why they originated and how
they might have altered through the
ages. Dioramas, panel pictures and
pantomime are used.
2. Intensive individualized research
can be done by informally introducing
pupils to the typewriter. Pupils are
encouraged to type their own reports
which stress creative writing of poetry,
prose and plays. These reports can be
illustrated and bound for permanent
collection in the Reading Corner.
3. Locating the origin and meaning
of new words (including foreign
language words) through the preparation of word-and-picture displays is an
enjoyable group or individual activity
that can be used to promote both
vocabulary development and research
skills.
4. Literature clubs can be formed.
The club activities are divided into a
number of "maturity levels" which
allows the pupil to progress individually. Each child is encouraged to act as a
group leader in conducting discussions.
Children evaluate their own progress
and that of the group.
-S. Developing pupil specialists the pupil selects a topic which appeals
to him and conducts mdependent
research. For instance, he might be

interested in learning more about
Argentina. The results of his_ research
may be a written or oral report, or a
diorama of a typical village in that
country. Written reports can be
compiled into a volume and used for
future reference.
6. Developing newspaper fans newspapers contain a wealth of useful
informaton. Newspapers can be compared in terms of their coverage of
issues, bias and accuracy of information. Scrapbooks can be kept of
clippings on such timely topics as race
relations, drugs and the U.S. economy.
Students should be encouraged to
form the habit of reading the Letters
to the Editor column to assess current
thinking as well as to submit their own
letters to the local press.
7. Rating Materials - gifted pupils
should develop their own criteria for
judging the merits of books read
independently. Some form of code
system can be worked out based on
the criteria developed. For instance,
colors can be used i.e. Red for
Excellent, Blue for Good, etc. Pupils
should be prepared to inform the rest
of class why a particular rating was
assigned the book read.
8. Developing authors - authors
living in the area can be invited to
stimulate children to read as well as
write. Authors can show the pupils
galley sheets, sample illustrations and
actual manuscripts. Short stories and
longer works can be created by the
pupils themselves and compiled into a
Book Catalog and placed in the
Reading Corner.
9. Travel Log - when gifted readers
read about stories which take place in
various locations, they can practice
locational and summarization skills
easily. One sixth grade group of gifted
readers in New Haven read about the
adventures of a family traveling from
Boston to Los Angeles. The children
secured a map of the United States
and wrote a summary of the family's
adventures in each location. Bits of
yarn were extended from the location
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to the file card on which the adventure
was summarized.
10. Reading Contracts - gifted
children are resourceful and capable of
a great deal of independent work.
Reading contracts can be drawn up by
the teacher and signed by the pupil.
These contracts may be a week's work
which includes required materials to
be read, worksheets to be completed
and any other material assigned. At
the end of the week, the pupil turns in
his work to be checked by the teacher.
Pupils who complete their contract
before the week is over, can use their
time on other constructive pursuits.

Concluding Remarks
Not enough attention has been paid
to the gifted reader. Gifted readers can
be helped by resourceful and creative
teachers in the classroom, through an
enriched reading curriculum. Success
of the reading program will depend on
the school's willingness to recognize
the gifted reader and to evaluate his
needs and interests. It is then the
responsibility of the teacher to supply
him with such appropriate approaches
as described in this article to foster
development of his full potential in
the most positive manner.

(Nicholas P. Criscuolo is Supervisor of Reading for the New Haven, Connecticut
Public Schools.)
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